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Dragon Palace
Dragon Palace is a Bet 25, 243 ways 5 reels slot game with a Bonus game. During regular play, the goal is
to achieve a winning combination of symbols by matching symbols on at least reels 1, 2, and 3. Payouts
depend on the number of coins played and the winning combination of symbols achieved.
The theoretical average return to player (RTP) is 95.58%.
GAME RULES
25 Coins plays 243 Ways.
All pays left to right on consecutive reels starting with the first reel excluding scatters which pay any.
All wins are multiplied by the multiplier bet.
For all symbols, winning combinations pay through any position on the reels.
Each symbol can only be used once per winning combination.
Only positions containing the winning symbol are used in determining the win for that symbol.
Highest win paid per winning combination.
Coinciding wins added.
Scatter wins are multiplied by the bet
Scatter wins are added.
Malfunction voids all pays and plays.
Free Game Rules
Any 3, 4 or 5 SCATTER PALACE triggers 8, 12 or 20 Free Games respectively.
During Free Games all wins with a WILD DRAGON substituting are multiplied by the Dragon Multiplier.
The Master Dragon breaths fire across the screen, revealing the Dragon multiplier.
Dragon multiplier may be x2, x3, x4, x5, x10 or x15.
Different reels strips are used during Free Games.
Free Games are played at the triggering multiplier bet.
Free Games may be retriggered.

How to Play
This is a Bet 25, 243 ways game and the Multiplier Bet that you want to play can be adjusted through
the (Multiplier Bet UP) and (Multiplier Bet DOWN) buttons alongside the option. The max.Bet
automatically selects the maximum bet
Spin: Spins the reels.
Info: Access pay awards for winning symbol combinations. Also contains the rules for the game.
The game displays all your details in the following display fields:
Balance: Displays your total balance
Multiplier Bet: Displays the staked amount per Ways Bet 25 to be played.
Win: Displays the amount won in the spin
Total Bet: The total wager staked. It consists of the Ways Bet 25 multiplied by the Multiplier Bet.

